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Mentoring Program - If you have a project, a problem in any woodworking area, these members have volenteered to help.
Give them a call. Frank Tartarmella 802-8989; Eltee Thibodeaux: 436-1997; Ray Kebodeaux: 583-2378 or Barry Humphus
Each have years of experience and knowledge.

All the News that fits
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September Meeting Highlights
We had the great opportunity to visit the wonderful shop of
Darren Hood this month. It is large and full of great equip-
ment. We have had good attendance through the Spring and
Summer and that is great.

Darren Hood’s shop is large and filled with tools
and we saw him at the latest McNeese game as well.

With Show and Tell, we understand that our work
will be on Facebook in the future. While we do not use

Facebook as it has some security
issues, it is a wonderful place to see
outr work.

To increase membership, it was suggested that we
reach out to the Boy Scotts Club of America locally. The
BSA does need to have projects and one of them may be
woodworking for which they may earn badges.

Darren Hood mentioned Granberg.com products for
their great chain saw chains. We took a look and they fit
most chain saw blades and appear to be great

products.Darren also
showed a jig  Travis
McManemin (our next
host) brought a neat glue
bottle holder built from
shop scraps.Darren also
showed us a cedar log
pulled from Lake Travis
(near Austin) that had
been under water for at
least 30 years.

Ray Kebodeaux
showed off a jig to hold
large panels while cutting
on a table saw. Ray also
mentioned a product he
uses on his table saw
called SlipIt. It is silicone
free and available from
various sources from
$21 (Amazon) to about
$25 a can.

Ronnie Kramer
showed off a nice cruci-
fix made of maple, purple
heart and walnut. Ronnie
also got a nice gift for his
and Sandy’s ultra-clean
shop from Darren: a large
bag of sawdust tht he can
spread on the floor to
make it look like my shop!

Our host this month, Darren Hood,  showed us a
cedar log pulled from Lake Travis (near Austin) that had
been under water for at least 30 years.

Coming Up, Saturday October 9, 2021 at 9:00 A.M., a
meeting at the shop of Travis McManemin. Please joins for
coffee, donuts and a learning experience
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Interesting Chop Saw with New Name
The Metabo HPT MultiVolt 36-Volt Corded/Cordless 10"
Dual-Bevel Sliding Compound Miter Saw has a very long
name for a very good saw from the company that used to be
known as Hitachi. Packed full of useful features, it’s a great
fit for the small shop or the jobsite as it is very portable. My
old Delta Slider is in theory portable, but I would need to
borrow a pickup to take it anywhere.

Out of the box, set up takes very little time and the
blade was dead-on square from the factory as tested in
Popula Woodworking. The 36 volt brushless motor is up for
most anything they threw at it, from framing lumber to hard-
wood, plywood and even a little bit of aluminum stock

The saw has all the features you’d look for in this
price point ($669 with battery): brushless motor, up-front
miter and bevel locks, and zero clearance slide rails. The
Metabo HPT zero clearance system bears some resemblance
to more expensive saws. The sliding mechanism feels quite
robust with only a minimal amount of flex when fully extended.
If there’s anything to complain about, it would be that the
dust collection wasn’t great.

Beyond the space-saving zero-clearance rails, the
biggest trick Metabo HPT has up its sleeve is the ability for
the saw to be run off of battery power or an AC adapter
(which connects to the saw via a slide-in adapter that takes
the battery’s place). Popular Woodworking tested the unit
extensively with both power sources and found no differ-
ence in performance between them (other than having to
change the battery after a couple hundred cuts). If your saw
moves with you from the shop to projects around the house
or jobsite, this saw is definitely work a look.Edited from
Popular Woodworking.

Installation Drill/Driver
I mostly use 12-volt cordless tools in my shop. Modern tech-
nology helps you do a lot with lighter, more compact tools.
But it wasn’t until I needed to install hardware in the kitchen
full of kitchen cabinets that I realized how much that com-
pactness and flexibility was essential to these tasks.

Milwaukee Tool’s brushless installation drill/driver
comes with four different heads: a standard 3/8“ chuck, a 1/
4“ hex quick-release attachment, an offset attachment and a
90° attachment. The offset and 90° attachments have gotten
me out of a few different jams (with cabinets and countertops
that were already installed). There’s onboard bit storage in
the handle and an LED that does a good job of illuminating
dark corners of cabinets. It has plenty of torque and an ad-
justable clutch for delicate hardware screws. The only thing

that takes a bit of getting used to is the top-mounted button
to change between forward and reverse. Edited from Popu-
lar Woodworking.

Battery Lifespan
For a long time, there was resistance from many in the wood-
working community to battery-powered tools. Going “un-
plugged” usually meant reduced power, frequent charging,
and the inevitable battery failure before the tool itself was
worn out. That all changed with the introduction of lithium-
ion batteries, and today there’s hardly a tool out there that
doesn’t have a battery-powered counterpart. Even though
batteries are better than ever, people still make some com-
mon mistakes that can shorten the lifespan of a battery.

There are three main causes of shortened lithium-ion
battery life: Heat management, charge management and use
case.

Heat Management – When it comes to batteries,
heat is the enemy.you often hear woodworkers talk about
avoiding the cold, but batteries tend to be fine in below-
freezing temps. In fact, they’ll generally have no issues all the
way down to -4° Fahrenheit. Heat is the real battery-killer,
especially on a job site. Temperatures over 175° can cause
permanent damage to the battery. That might seem high, but
factors like being inside a hot trunk or sitting directly in the
sun can cross that threshold easily Keeping the battery cool
will also extend run time and make the charging process more
efficient.

Charge Management – Pick a charger or charging
mode that is applicable to your usage and run time needs.
For example, if you’ll be using the tool again soon, charge it
all the way. If it’s going to be a while until it’s used again,
50% charge is the target you should shoot for, then fully charge
it right before use.

Use Case – Pick the proper battery for the applica-
tion and power tool you’re using. Don’t choose a lower power
battery like a 2.0 Ah or 4.0 Ah for a high power tool, as this
will require frequent charging and decrease the life span of
the battery.

What about disposal of a dead one? Even with their
longer lifespans, a lithium-ion battery will eventually wear
out. Proper disposal techniques ensure that a battery doesn’t
spend decades leaking in a landfill, and allows the valuable
lithium to be recycled. To find a recycling center in your area,
check out Call2Recycle at Home Depot. They recycle lots
of stuf including paint, batteries, computers, cell phones,
household cleaners and more. Check with the front desk the
next time you are there. Barry Humphus.
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Simple Set Gauges
The Simple Set Fence Gauges are just what you’re looking
for. You can align your rip fence, repeat rip fence set-ups
and check your table-to-blade alignment with a high level of
accuracy, using nothing more complicated than your sense
of touch and maybe a feeler gauge (even an improvised one).
Simple Set Fence Gauges fit in your table saw miter slot and
hold an extendable stainless steel touch-off probe perpen-
dicular to the slot. Just slide the probe until it touches your
fence, lock the thumbwheel and that’s it – a perfect physical
reference between the miter slot and the fence.

To either set or confirm the alignment of your rip
fence to your table, slide a Simple Set into the miter slot near
the front of the table, slide the probe over to the fence, lock
it and make a mark on the fence where the probe touches.
Now move that Simple Set to the back of the table and
install the second at the front. Adjust the second one to the
witness mark you made on the fence and you have two points
exactly the same distance from the miter slot, one at the front
of your saw and one at the rear. Adjust your rip fence until it
perfectly aligns to both points and Bob’s your uncle, you’re
done.

Don’t you hate it when you have your rip fence set
for a certain critical cut, but you have to change it for some-
thing else? When you need to come back to exactly the same
dimension later, don’t rely on the scale (it will very likely let
you down). Slide a Simple Set in the track and set the probe
to the fence. When you need the fence back at exactly the
same spot, just slide the Simple Set back in the track and
reset your fence.

Use a Simple Set to check your saw blade to miter
slot alignment. Just touch it off at the front of the blade and
then check it at the back. U.S. currency is a very reliable
.004" feeler gauge if you need to gauge just how far out your
blade is.

Like all Woodpeckers OneTIME Tools, Simple Set
Fence Gauges are only built to order; precisely machined
and carefully inspected in our Strongsville, Ohio, production
facility (just south of Cleveland). The deadline to place your
order is Monday, October 11, 2021. Delivery is scheduled
for February, 2022. See www.woodpeck.com for even more
great tools.

Spinright Router Motors
SpinRite router motors are built from the ground up to de-
liver optimum performance in a router lift or a small shop
CNC. It starts with industrial CNC-grade ER-20 collets, a
carefully machined internal taper on the shaft, and a preci-

sion collet nut. These three critical components combine to
deliver significantly less run-out than the most popular 3HP
class routers on the market. Then, there’s infinite speed con-
trol from a low of 10,000 rpm to 22,000 rpm. When you
turn the SpinRite on, you’ll notice the soft-start feature ramps
the speed up smoothly, saving wear and tear on both the
router and the lift (or gantry). Once it’s at speed, you’ll no-
tice minimal vibration and 10% quieter operation. It all comes
together to deliver a better surface finish, less operator fa-
tigue and longer tool life.

Originally developed for metalworking mills, ER-20
collets have become the standard in the industry around the
world. Most have 8 segments, compared to the typical router
collet with 4 or possibly 6. The closing taper is longer,
smoother and ground to a much tighter tolerance. Two collets
are included, 1/2" and 1/4". Changing them is a snap, liter-
ally. Just snap one out and the next one in. You can get ER-
20 collets in dozens of sizes from as small as 1/16" to a
maximum of 1/2", in inch and metric sizes. If you’re a typical
router user, you may never need anything other than 1/2"
and 1/4", but with the ER-20 system, if you find a bit you
want in 3/8" or 8mm, you can be sure you can get a collet to
fit.

Whether you’re ploughing a tiny 1/16" vee-groove
or doing wide raised panel doors, you can always find the
right speed for the job. Just dial it in. The electronics that
control the motor’s speed also provide the soft-start feature.
The collet wrenches included with the SpinRite are offset, so
you can reach down below table level to change bits, if nec-
essary. There are no tabs or pins on the 4.2" cylindrical body,
making it effortless to mount the motor in most major brands
of router lifts, including Woodpeckers PRL V2 420. Even
the switch and speed control dial have been positioned opti-
mally for access in lifts and gantries. And, there’s no hand-
held base to sit on your shelf and catch dust.

SpinRite router motors carry a one-year warranty
against defects in materials and workmanship. Woodpeck-
ers is the exclusive North American distributor for SpinRite,
and your point of contact for warranty claims and machine
parts and service. With more than 30 years of experience in
the router table and lift business, Woodpeckers immediately
recognized the logic of a router designed specifically for
mounting.

The Woodpecker site is launching the SpinRite with
introductory pricing for a limited time. Through October 15,
2021, you can save $20 when you buy a SpinRite 3.25HP
router motor.  Edited from WoodPecker.com
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October Meeting Location
We have the wonderful opportunity to meet at the shop of
lng time member Travis McManemin. It is located at 3247
Portrush Drive, Lake Caharles, LA 70605.Feel free to call
Travis should you need further directions at 337-540-3265.

To get there go West on Sale Rd. from the intersec-
tion of Lake and Sale to W. Prien Lake Road. Turn left onto
Prien Lake and follow it around to Portrush. Turn right onto
Portrush and the home will be on your left.  Circular drive-
way, so there is likely plenty of parking.

Please take an opportunity to explore Stines before
you  leave to find the items for your shop or home that you
may need. As always, thank the folks at Stines as you check
out.

4501 Nelson Road
Stines

I-210


